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SCHOOL NEWSLETTER – FEBRUARY 2020 

We’ve arrived at the halfway stage of another school year and, once again, there seems to 

have been so much packed into a short space of time. Already this year we’ve been visited 

by Bollywood dancers, a portrait painter, an astronomer, Africa Alive, safer internet 

workshops, healthy eating workshops, and many other enrichment opportunities all designed 

to enhance our children’s experiences and, of course, to help them LEARN, ASPIRE and 

ACHIEVE. You can find out more about everything we’ve been up to in the following pages. 

This term has also seen the introduction of our new Breakfast Club and early morning 

Sports Clubs, both of which are proving extremely popular. The selection of photos below 

presents a flavour of what goes on, but if you’d like to know more, do come and see us. 

In the meantime, I hope you enjoy reading about everything that’s been going on, and I wish 

you all a peaceful and restful half term break. 

 

 



Masses to report on for this half term, including success in our latest inclusive event, the 

continuing partnership with Roman Hill Primary, as well as medals and certificates galore! 

Boccia (pronounced bot-cha is a Paralympic sport, similar to bowls) 

Some of our children took part in an inclusive Boccia tournament, which everyone did 

fantastically well in. We finished 6th out of 25 teams in total. The children have showed some 

great individual skills and did the school proud. What a fantastic result, especially as this was 

many of the children’s first taste of competitive action! 

Indoor athletics competition A big well done to all the children involved. They put in an 

excellent performance and showed great team spirit. Overall, we finished 2nd place out of 10 

schools, which is fantastic. Many of the children came away with first place certificates and 

all of them received a medal, which they were all clearly very proud of. 

Basketball This event was held at Roman Hill Primary School to give our Year 6 children a 

chance to play competitively before the North Suffolk Schools Partnership Basketball event. 

Our Year 6 squad won their North Lowestoft Schools Partnership heat, beating three teams 

in the group stage and then winning the final. This meant they had qualified for the whole 

partnership Lowestoft final against the winner of the South Lowestoft event, Red Oak and 

the Beccles event, Albert Pye. We were amazing in the first game against Albert Pye, 

defending as team and attacking on the break, winning this 4-3. The second game was also a 

close affair but we eventually ran out of steam and lost 4-20 in the end. It ended with all 

three teams winning a game each and the winner was decided on baskets scored…unfortunately 

this was not us! But this didn’t matter as all the children but in a brilliant performance that 

both Mr Hunt and I were incredibly proud of. So close!  

Morning sports club are very popular and are running Monday to Friday from 8:00 till 8:45. 

After school clubs also continue to run and it 

is always good to see more children wanting 

to attend. For further information about 

these clubs, please contact the school office. 

Finally, please follow us on our social media 

platforms for updates on everything we’ve 

been doing: Instagram – Woods_loke_sports 

Twitter – @Woods_Loke (Mr Jones and Mr 

Hunt) 

 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

Our vision encapsulates what we all want Woods Loke Primary School to be, and this is 

the common goal that we’ll all be working towards in the coming months and years… 

 



This half term the children have been learning about Space. Our focus book has been 

‘Whatever Next’ and the children have enjoyed re-enacting the story of Little Bear going to 

the moon. We’ve learnt lots of facts about Space and the children have been busy writing 

about what they have learnt. There has also been lots of independent writing based on the 

children’s interests too, they are really becoming independent writers! In Phonics, we have 

been working within Phase 3, learning lots of new digraphs and trigraphs, as well as developing 

our segmenting and blending skills and letter formation. In Maths, we have been focusing on 

numbers to 10, addition and subtraction. We have also learnt about 2D shapes and their 

properties and the children independently created their own shape pictures as part of their 

star challenges. Our art focus has been ‘The Starry Night Sky’ by Vincent Van Gogh and the 

children created some wonderful wax resist pictures 

linked to this. They have also had fun listening to the 

song ‘Fly Me to the Moon’ and accompanying it with 

instruments. Outside the children have been busy 

challenging themselves to build the tallest tower! 

They have also enjoyed building and creating 

different obstacle courses, the children were 

supported to manage their own risks and check all 

equipment was safe before using it.  

In nursery this half term our main focus has been minibeasts. Children have enjoyed going on 

minibeast hunts around the school, making their own bug hotels and observing insects. We had 

a special visit from Africa Alive Roadshow where they brought in a Red Legged Millipede, a 

Cockroach, an African Land Snail and a Snake. The children were able to ask questions and 

learn new facts about these creatures, some children were brave enough to handle them! The 

children are always busy following a variety of interests such as 

doctors, police, theatre shows and travelling around the world. 

The children made their own aeroplane and used a world atlas to 

identify different countries and enhance their play. Another 

interest has been vegetables, after finding potatoes in the 

garden. This led to children making and tasting potato soup and 

cutting up and examining vegetables outside. The children have 

made a great start to phase 2 phonics learning lots of new sounds 

and many children taking an interest in writing them. Some 

children are beginning to use their phonics knowledge to segment 

and blend simple words and sentences. All children have also 

been working hard on writing their name independently.  

 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

Our vision is for a school where everyone aspires to be the best they can be… 



Half way through the year already and, as always, KS1 have been busy. Everyone settled quickly 

back to learning after the excitement of Christmas, which seems so long ago. 

Year 1 have been focusing on winter as their topic with a broad spread of learning across all 

curriculum areas. They have found out about Scott of the Antarctic and his explorations. This 

has been linked to lots of environmental and science investigations. They have been exploring 

melting, floating and sinking and how this is linked to melting ice caps and helping our 

environment. As well as this they have investigated materials that would be suitable and 

waterproof for Scott’s clothing. The progression in 

scientific vocabulary has been impressive.  Art has also 

had a winter theme creating winter collages in the style 

of Monet, using their knowledge of materials from the 

science investigations. Children have created some 

excellent audio books of their own versions of ‘The 

Snowman and Snow Dog’ and these can be listened to on 

Tapestry, so do have a listen. 

Year 2 have been equally busy with an alternative 

version of a book. This time ‘The True Story of the 

Three Little Pigs’. We have looked at different 

viewpoints and opinions, which has developed into some 

interesting and amusing letter writing between Al the 

wolf and the children. We had an informative workshop 

about Healthy Eating. This has been our science focus, 

helping us to answer the question; Was Al the wolf’s 

cheese 

burger healthy? We have also looked at hygiene 

and hand washing. A performance of the play 

script for radio was a fun activity, with the 

children learning a lot by watching and reflecting 

on their recorded performances. In Year 2 we 

have been looking at colour mixing. As well, there 

have been examples of modelling skills, as the 

children created sculptures of clay pigs. The 

individuality and variation is fantastic to see. 

 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

…A school where children can grow into happy, safe, confident individuals, inspired by a 

dynamic and innovative curriculum which celebrates diversity, creativity and curiosity… 

 



Year 3 have started the new calendar year with their primary 

focus on magical creatures and Harry Potter! Using Harry Potter’s 

wizarding world as their inspiration the children have covered 

many areas of the curriculum. In the book, as Harry made his way 

from London, the children looked at maps of London’s underground 

network. They were able to use this to apply their skills in mapping 

and direction. These skills were then developed to use gird 

references and Ordnance Survey map symbols. 

One of the main products to come from Year 3’s unit has been lots 

of wonderful creative writing. The children used their focus text 

and some incredible creatures, brought in thanks to Africa Alive, 

to create our own mythical beasts. Once their beast was created, they then planned and wrote 

fact files about their creature, leading into involving them in their very own magical stories. 

4JW’s learning has taken them around the globe this half term. 

Their topic, ‘What a Wonderful World’ has focused their learning on 

the 7 natural wonders of our planet. A local Travel Counsellor, 

Shelley, came and enthused 4JW to be aspiring travel agents, 

challenging them to research the 7 natural wonders and make 

presentations back to her to convince her which one she should visit.   

Children worked in groups on their presentations before Shelley's return. The level of 

presentation was high and Shelley struggled to find a winner, eventually giving the combined 

accolade to "The Harbour at Rio de Janeiro" and "Victoria Falls". 4JW did themselves proud 

in their level of knowledge and professionalism in their presentations and being a great 

audience to their classmates. 

4RJ have spent their time around Lemur adoption. They kicked of their very 

first day of the term with a trip to Africa Alive. The class decided they wanted 

to adopt an animal at the park. After voting they decided to adopt a Ring-

Tailed Lemur. Once they received their adoption pack they decided they could 

help raise more money for Lemur conservation by redesigning the adoption pack 

and seeking what people would want if purchasing one. This led to surveys, quantifying results 

in maths, costing products, research about Madagascar and publishing non-chronological 

reports. They then wrote persuasive letters to convince Africa Alive to use their improved 

adoption packs and then gave a ‘Dragons Den’ style presentation to a park representative.  

 
 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

…A school with dedicated and committed staff who work together to inspire, encourage 

and support all who learn here… 

 



Our current topic is called ‘The Tudors’ and the children are enjoying finding out about what 

life was like in the past. They have found out the differences between how the rich and poor 

lived and the effect Henry VIII’s reign had on our country. They have carried out research 

about Henry VIII himself, including the outcomes for his many wives! The pupils have linked 

their work in history to a computing project about Henry VIII and they have produced a 

PowerPoint presentation to showcase their findings. All our Design and Technology lessons have 

been linked to our Tudors topic too, with the pupils developing their sewing skills to design and 

produce a Tudor money pouch complete with a belt loop! Years 5 and 6 have also studied Tudor 

childhood, homes and crime and punishment with all their completed work being shared as a 

Tudor museum to our twinned classes.  
Alongside our Tudors Topic, Years 5 and 6 have taken part in Internet Safety workshops in 

preparation for National Safer Internet Day. The children had a key word to follow ‘KIND’- 

K=be kind, I= inappropriate N=never overshare D= Don’t hide away. Children were asked to 

create a 30 second advert highlighting the benefits of using the internet. The children 

recognised benefits such as using the internet for shopping, communicating with family and 

friends who are far away, finding information for research and homework purposes and for 

sharing pictures of places or events you have visited. 

The pupils were also encouraged to consider the 

dangers associated with internet use too. In this part 

of the workshop, pupils reflected on how some people 

post unkind or inappropriate comments online and also 

considered how photos can be shared or altered 

within seconds. Pupils were very quick to recognise 

such dangers and most importantly, the need to 

report any concerns immediately. 

 
 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

…A school where we work in partnership with our families, our Governors and our 

community to promote a life-long love of learning… 

 



This half term our focus has been to become more independent and resilient. The children 

have made us all very proud by rising to challenges. 

In English we have been focussing on independently writing sentences. The quality of work has 

been fabulous.  We have had sentences with capital letters, full stops, finger spaces, writing 

on the line and even an attempt at speech marks. The children have also been able to write 

instructions on how to make a sandwich. They enjoyed trying this out and eating the finished 

sandwich.  

In Maths we have been learning to partition numbers up to 50. So if we gave them the number 

23 they would know that there were 2 tens and 3 units. They have also been solving problems 

using addition and subtraction.  

The Woodlands children were offered the opportunity to attend 

a Boccia tournament. Well done to those children that attended 

this.  Mr Hunt said you were all fantastic and did really well to 

come 6th out of 25 schools.  

We have also been learning about the Chinese New Year. We 

looked at the Chinese calendar and have been finding out the 

children’s Chinese animal.   

The children in Woodlands got to try some Chinese food, including 

the following: Spring rolls, plain noodles, duck stir fry, chow mien, 

egg fried rice and prawn crackers.   

We were very impressed with the children’s attitude in trying new food. Everyone tried 

something new; however, we thought chop sticks would be a step too far!  

 
 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

 



School council have had a busy half term organising 

school writing competition, they were very pleased 

with the response and would like to congratulate 

Reggie Bull in Year 2 and Amelia Oldman in Year 4 

for their very creative stories and winning a hand 

carved pencil. The winning stories are on the school 

council notice board. 

School council would also like to encourage 

everyone to have a healthy snack at playtime. 

They have made some thought provoking posters 

which will be displayed around school to remind 

children to make healthy choices. 

The pond project team held a fantastic bake sale 

which was wonderfully supported by many 

families. Thank you so much for all the amazing 

donations. We managed to raise an amazing 

£193.7 which will help us to further the pond 

development. Well done! (Mrs Barratt) 

 

 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FORM 

As part of our commitment to inform and consult with parents, we very much value your 

opinions and suggestions. Do you have any ideas for changes or improvements? Please feel 

free to let us know by using this form, or alternatively, you can always come and see me in 

person. After all, if we don’t know about it, we can’t help to make things better. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This authority is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children, young people and 

vulnerable adults and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment.  Mrs Norman is responsible 

for safeguarding at Woods Loke Primary school. (Mrs. Paisley and Mrs Adams are alternative DSLs). 

 

 
 


